Weaving in connections: Studying changes in early grades additive relations teaching

In this article, we present aspects of teaching that draw attention to connections – both within and between examples – in order to explore the potential objects of learning that are brought into being in the classroom space and thus what is made available to learn. Our focus is on exploring differences in teaching over time, in the context of learning study style development activity of additive relation problems in three Grade 3 classes in South Africa. In a context where highly-localised and fragmented instruction has been noted, this study reports on the nature and extent of changes in connections in instruction over time. The application of a coding framework focused on simultaneity and connections in teaching points to a richer range of structural relationships within examples, and more connecting work between examples in the second year in comparison to the first year.

Introduction

The centrality of ‘connections’ within well-grounded, efficient and flexible mathematical working has been written about extensively in mathematics education (e.g. Hiebert et al. 2005). A key motivation for this body of work is evidence from studies of instruction pointing to teaching that presents mathematics, not as a network of connected ideas, but rather as a collection of isolated facts and procedures. Hiebert, Stigler and Manaster (1999), overviewing the findings from the Trends in International Mathematics and Science [Video] Study looking at 8th grade lessons in the United States, Germany and Japan, pointed to differences in the nature and extent of links between parts of lessons between the three countries. Their American lesson analysis indicated that 40% of the lessons contained explicit connections in instruction between segments of the lesson, and 45% of the lessons contained segments linked by what the authors described as: ‘…at least one appropriate mathematical relationship (e.g. one segment was dependent on another or extended another)’ (Hiebert et al. 1999:198). In Japanese lessons, these figures were 96% and 92%, respectively.

Our study is focused on early grades mathematics instruction in South Africa, a country where low mathematics performance continues to be a concern. Studies of instruction in the early years in South Africa have pointed to practices in which individual examples are treated separately, with repeated return to concrete counting strategies, a phenomenon that Venkat and Naidoo (2012) refer to as ‘extreme localisation’:

a scenario in which not just episodes, but individual examples within episodes are played out in what appear as ahistorical ways. What we mean by this is that each time a new example enters the scene, the past appears to vanish (including the methods and answers that might have been generated in the very recent past). (pp. 31–32)

Other evidence points to poorly-selected representations and/or teacher talk or gesture disconnected from representations further compounding a lack of connections (Mathews 2016).

Given the importance of connections in contrast to the localisation seen on the ground, this study reports on the nature and extent of changes in connections in instruction over time in a professional development study located in South Africa focused on better-connected additive relations teaching. Hiebert et al.’s (1999:198) description of coherent lessons, as ‘achieved by weaving together ideas and activities’, reflects our focus, both in the professional development and in the analysis that we present in this article. The intervention model was aimed at supporting more connected handling of examples by teachers. The analysis studied differences in the nature of connections seen in their teaching of additive relations tasks.

Given the ‘extreme localization’ at the level of examples in South Africa, we needed a finer ‘grain size’ when looking for connections than the lesson segment level used in the Trends in
International Mathematics and Science [Video] Study. Watson and Mason (2006a) have noted that the selection and sequencing of examples can allow mathematical structure and generality to be foregrounded through instruction that treats lesson examples as a connected set. In our analyses, we thus focused on aspects of teaching that explicitly drew attention to connections – both within and between examples – in order to explore differences in the objects of learning that were made available to learn.

Our empirical data is drawn from three Grade 3 teachers in one school who collaborated with the research team in three cycles of an adapted learning study process1 (Marton & Pang 2003) to explore and improve the teaching of additive relations. We emphasised a structural approach to additive relations in all three cycles, which contrasted with the more operational approaches based on counting foregrounded in the South African curriculum. Here we attend to two of the study cycles (February 2013 and February 2014), both of which focused on partitioning and missing number additive relation problems. A coding framework for analysing the teaching of partitioning was developed in our earlier work with the February 2013 dataset (Ekdahl, Venkat & Runesson 2016), and grounded in variation theory (explored below) (Marton 2015) and example spaces (Watson & Mason 2006a). In this article, we apply the earlier coding framework to the 2014 partitioning teaching and extend it to the topic of missing number problems.

Our aim is to present evidence of differences over the two study cycles with respect to connections in teaching within examples and between examples, and to consider the implications of this evidence. We overview the literature base on structural approaches to additive relations, and outline key ideas in variation theory that are used in this article. We go on to share our methodology, data sources and analytical foci, before presenting our findings and analysis. We detail the phenomena underlying the differences that we found, and argue that these different phenomena can be interpreted as improvements in the teaching of additive relations through bringing structural properties into the foreground to a much greater extent in the second cycle.

Literature

Standing in contrast to the view of addition and subtraction as fundamentally proceeding from counting-based operational processes toward truncated and reified structural part-whole relationships (Carpenter et al. 1999), our point of departure is to begin from a base in structural and relational connections. In operational counting approaches, quantities are worked with sequentially, while structural approaches are based in numerical reasoning about part and whole quantities simultaneously. Additive relations consist fundamentally of a parts and whole relation structure, and appreciating this structure has been described as critical for children’s development of arithmetic skills (Fritz, Ehlert & Balzer 2013; Resnick 1983). Structural approaches foreground mathematical properties such as commutativity and compensation from the outset, whereas operational approaches focus on counting at the start and build subsequently into structure. Schnittau’s (2003) work, following Davydov’s curriculum, presents a key example of a structural approach to part–part–whole relationships. Similarly, Neuman (1987, 2013), from her work studying differences in young students’ performance on early addition and subtraction, argues for a structural approach to additive relations.

Within a structural approach, teaching may start with tasks and representations aimed at providing openings for children to discern wholeness, to see different possible parts within the whole, and come to an awareness, on a concrete level, of how these parts are simultaneously related to each other and to the whole. An instance of such a task is Cobb et al.’s (1997) splitting monkeys between two trees in different ways task. Such situations can be represented in iconic diagram and symbolic forms (e.g. part–part–whole bar or triad diagrams, and number sentences).

Neuman (2013) argues that attending to parts and whole and their relationship within examples simultaneously provides a precursor to familiarity with ‘families’ of connected additive relations problems with one missing value, that is, \(4 + \_ = 7, \_ + 4 = 7, 7 = 4 + \_, 7 = \_, 7 – 4 = \_, 7 – \_ = 4, \_ = 7 – 4, 4 = 7 – \_.\) A problem like \(\_ + 4 = 7\), can be solved by analysing its part–part–whole relationship, leading to the varied relationship formulations listed. The part–part–whole relationship is invariant across all of these number sentences. Connecting within any particular sentence involves working with the part–part–whole relationship. Connecting between these sentences builds awareness of commutativity and inverse relations between subtraction and addition. Part–part–whole models represent the outcomes of actions of composing parts or decomposing the whole and therefore can promote young children’s learning of additive relations in terms of structure rather than operation. While part–whole relationships can be seen in concrete or iconic part–whole formats, working with symbolic representations provides efficiencies and generality beyond the specific context, and has therefore been noted as an important aspect of progression in additive working (Gray & Tall 1994).

Connections and simultaneity

The evidence of frequent disconnections in South African mathematics instructional discourse both within the handling of examples (Venkat & Adler 2012) and between examples (Adler & Venkat 2014; Venkat & Naidoo 2012), highlighted in the introduction, forms a key motivation for this article. Key tenets of variation theory (Marton 2015) and empirical findings from Neuman’s study (1987, 2013) provide a theoretical base for our study. For example, Neuman (1987) used a task presenting ‘splits’ of nine stones between two boxes, with children asked how many stones could be in the first box and how many would be in the second box. One pattern of responses was children offering a part (e.g. four

---

1. Adapted learning study relates to our use of several components of the learning study process. However, some concepts from variation theory used in a typical learning study process were not familiar to the teachers and therefore not used in our adopted model.
stones) for one box, then saying the second box contained nine stones. Neuman suggested that the offer of nine for the second box pointed to an ordinal awareness of number that has not yet been combined with simultaneous awareness of part–part–whole relationships. More generally, in this view, successfully solving new tasks involves discerning the aspects that are necessary to take into consideration at the same time. Creating openings for the simultaneous discernment of aspects critical for learning is therefore a necessary condition for building awareness of what we want students to learn.

Variation theorists argue that discernment of aspects is made possible through experience of variation in those aspects. The idea that variation can structure sense making by drawing attention to the targeted aspects has been advocated by Watson and Mason (2006a), when they present example spaces underpinned by variation in the midst of invariance as a way to promote attention to structure and generalisation. These principles can be applied in this way to missing number problems. If we want students to see $10 - _ = 7$ as an additive part–whole equivalence relationship where 10 represents the whole (i.e. the targeted aspect), this discernment is likely to be supported by contrast with missing number problems with the same quantities where 10 does NOT represent the whole: e.g. $10 = _ - 7$. Such contrast usually requires both (or multiple) examples to be simultaneously visible (Marton & Pang 2006).

Variation theorists have also argued that alongside choosing example sequences that incorporate certain patterns of differences and similarities, teaching actions must draw attention to their links (Kullberg, Runesson & Mårtensson 2014). Linking actions in primary and secondary mathematics have been described as constituted in combinations of teacher speech and/or gestures (Alibali et al. 2013). This leads to our interest in teachers’ linking actions within and between examples, through which connections can be made visible for the learners.

**Research design**

We draw here on data from a broader study that ran across a one-year period spanning two academic years, conducted in a suburban government English-medium primary school in Johannesburg. The principal, teachers, parents and/or carers and students had given their written consent for participation in the study and videotaping of lessons and planning meetings. The research included three learning study cycles, each comprising three lessons taught by each teacher over a three-week period (February 2013 and October 2013 with the 2013 Grade 3 student cohort, and February 2014 with the 2014 Grade 3 student cohort). In this article, the analytical focus is on the teaching of the three Grade 3 teachers who were involved in the first 2013 study cycle and also the 2014 cycle. All three teachers were experienced Foundation Phase (Grades 1–3) practitioners, with between 13 and 19 years’ teaching experience.

The teacher group worked together with the research team, planning, enacting, observing, discussing and evaluating the lessons. The research team designed some tasks and activities, and the teachers themselves initiated others. Most often the researchers suggested a task or activity to the teachers: these were occasionally rejected, but most often revised and adapted by the teachers based on their perceptions of students’ needs and abilities. Analyses of student performance on pre-intervention tests and on classroom worksheets were collated and used for each reflection and planning meeting. Short sequences from the recordings, of the lessons together with the research team’s first analyses of these and worksheet results, were selected for sharing in the planning and reflection meetings. In the discussions with the teachers, we emphasised a structural approach to additive relations. The use of representations and talk that emphasised connections within examples and between examples figured within the discussion of how examples could be handled.

The key data sources for this article are the nine video-recorded lessons (three from each teacher) from the first cycle in 2013 and a further nine lessons from the cycle in February 2014. All of the whole-class teaching related to partitioning and missing number problems from these 18 video-recorded lessons was transcribed, including teacher talk and gestures, and students’ answers whether given individually or collectively. As our focus was on teacher instruction, episodes in the lessons related to students’ individual work were not included in the analysis. Transcripts were analysed on a micro-level using the coding framework described in the next section.

The analytic process involved several steps and levels. Firstly, lessons were divided into sections of teaching. Each section focused on teaching of additive relations was marked as ended when the teacher introduced time for working on individual worksheets. Four sections of teaching (three in 2013 and one in 2014) related to partitioning of numbers and six sections (three in 2013 and three in 2014) related to missing number problems were thus delineated for analysis.

The notation: Year. Lesson. Section (i.e. 13.3.2 for 2013, third lesson, second section of teaching) is used in Table 1 to overview sections of teaching in 2013 and 2014.

Second, within sections, segments formed the smallest unit of analysis. We marked segments by when the teacher introduced a question related to part–part–whole relations. Evaluations, explanations and discussion associated with that initial question were included in the same segment. A segment was marked as complete when the teacher introduced time for working on individual worksheets. Four sections of teaching (three in 2013 and one in 2014) related to partitioning of numbers and six sections (three in 2013 and three in 2014) related to missing number problems were thus delineated for analysis. The notation: Year. Lesson. Section (i.e. 13.3.2 for 2013, third lesson, second section of teaching) is used in Table 1 to overview sections of teaching in 2013 and 2014.
TABLE 1: Overview of teaching 2013 and 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Lesson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.1.1</td>
<td>Partitioning of numbers</td>
<td>Splitting a ‘whole’ into two ‘parts’ splitting 7 monkeys in two trees, triad diagram and table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.1.2</td>
<td>Partitioning of numbers</td>
<td>Splitting 7 monkeys in two trees, triad diagram and number sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.2.1</td>
<td>Partitioning of numbers</td>
<td>Splitting whole value 9, concrete situation with 9 balls, systematic recording of combinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.2.2</td>
<td>Missing number</td>
<td>Missing subtrahend problems, concrete situation with 9 balls, number sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.3.1</td>
<td>Missing number</td>
<td>Missing subtrahend, addend and start number, a specific combination (i.e. 9/6/3) discussed, identification of part or whole, number sentence in focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.3.2</td>
<td>Missing number</td>
<td>Missing number problems, position of unknown number and location of equal sign, identification of part or whole, number sentence in focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.1.1</td>
<td>Partitioning of numbers</td>
<td>Splitting a ‘whole’ into two ‘parts’, 7 balls, table, systematic recording of combinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.1.2</td>
<td>Missing number</td>
<td>Missing subtrahend problems, 7 apples in two bags, triad diagram, double bar and number sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.2.1</td>
<td>Missing number</td>
<td>Missing number problems within the triple 11/5/6, identification of operation or parts and whole, contrasting position of unknown number and location of equal sign, number sentence in focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.2.2</td>
<td>Missing number</td>
<td>Missing number problems, contrasting position of unknown number and location of equal sign, identification of operation, number sentence and number stories</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2: Simultaneity and connections within examples and simultaneity and connections between examples criteria in partitioning number and missing number problems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part–whole additive relations problem</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partitioning of numbers</td>
<td>Missing number problem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCWE</td>
<td>-Whole and parts visible simultaneously</td>
<td>-Whole and one part or two parts and marking the missing number visible simultaneously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-At least one linking action, in speech and/or with gestures, emphasising the relations of whole and parts or reversing relations between addition and subtraction</td>
<td>-At least one linking action, in speech and/or gestures, emphasising the structured relations of whole and parts or reversing relations between addition and subtraction, equivalence or positions of the missing number, operations and equal sign in missing number problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCBE</td>
<td>-Mathematical accuracy in linking action</td>
<td>-Mathematical accuracy in linking action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Two or more examples visible simultaneously</td>
<td>-Two or more examples visible simultaneously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-At least one linking action between examples, in speech and/or with gestures, in the context of missing number problems pointing to structural relation between missing number problems: for example, position of unknown number, location of equal sign, identification of the operation, commutativity and systematicity and equivalence</td>
<td>-At least one linking action between examples, in speech and/or with gestures, in the context of missing number problems pointing to structural relation between missing number problems: for example, position of unknown number, location of equal sign, identification of the operation, commutativity and systematicity and equivalence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Mathematical accuracy in linking action</td>
<td>-Mathematical accuracy in linking action</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCWE, simultaneity and connections within examples; SCBE, simultaneity and connections between examples.

The criteria for partitioning of numbers (left column), developed in earlier work (Ekdahl et al. 2016).

Coding framework

In our earlier work we developed a coding framework for considering the nature of simultaneity and connections in the teaching of partitioning (Ekdahl et al. 2016). This framework considered simultaneity and connections at three levels: between representations (SCBR), within examples (SCWE) and between examples (SCBE). These levels provided insights into contrasts in the teaching across the three teachers in the February 2013 study cycle. In exploring for differences in teaching between February 2013 and 2014, a common aspect across all three teachers was a smoother and earlier transition into symbolic representations from concrete situations in partitions teaching in 2014 in comparison to the previous year, with similar, though less marked shifts to symbolic representations in the teaching of missing number problems for two of the three teachers. Given this smooth transition, we focus the current analysis on the SCWE and SCBE categories, with extensions of the earlier indicators for partitioning to missing number problems.

Simultaneity and connections occur in links made in teachers’ speech and deictic gestures (McNeill 1992) that emphasise relations within and between examples. An SCWE linking gesture in partition problems could be a hand or a finger moving, in a triad diagram, between the left and right circles and finally to the top circle to emphasise the part–part–whole relation. In missing number problems, linking actions in speech and/or with gestures within examples (SCWE) also pointed to the ‘structural’ part–part–whole relation, for instance, to the position of the unknown number in the relation or the equality relationship.

Across partitioning and missing number problems, looking at between examples (SCBE) criteria, a range of structural relations can emerge when different examples of missing number problems are juxtaposed and connected, for example: \(11 - \_ = 3\) and \(3 = 11 - \_\). In missing number problems, examples connected with linking speech and/or gesture can compare the inverting position of the missing value in the relation. The criteria for coding partitioning and missing number problem are described in Table 2.

Each segment was examined for occurrences of SCWE and SCBE. For SCWE, we identified the examples handled (each example being an instance of a part–part–whole relation or a missing number problem). We then checked if the whole and the parts were visible simultaneously (partitioning task) or if the missing number problem was treated ‘horizontally across the grain’ (Watson & Mason 2006b:5), in that the whole and one part or two parts, together with the marking of the missing number, were simultaneously visible. Lastly, we assessed if there was at least one linking action emphasising the structural relationship within the example. Both these criteria had to be met to mark a segment with SCWE.

For SCBE, we noted the examples in each segment, and whether these were erased from the board as each one was completed. We then identified if there was at least one linking action in speech or gesture drawing attention to structural connections between examples. Both these criteria had to be met for the segment to be coded as SCBE.

Across both categories, examples had to be treated with mathematical accuracy to be assessed as SCWE and SCBE, respectively – see Table 2. All 18 lessons were coded in this way, and the number and percentage of segments in each...
category from each teacher coded as SCWE and SCBE for each section were summarised.

**Ethical consideration**
Ethical clearance for this project was granted by the University of the Witwatersrand within the Discussing Lessons initiative within the Wits Maths Connect – Primary project. Permissions were also in place from the provincial department of education. The data collection and research procedures were consistent with the principles of research ethics in South Africa. The principal at the primary school and the three teachers had indicated their willingness and voluntary informed consent to participate in the planning and development of the lessons. Also, parents or carers and participating students gave their informed written consent for the students’ participation.

**Results**
Changes in teaching over time pointed to a richer range of structural relationships and connections between examples in the second year, supported by growing attention to part–part–whole relations within examples. Interesting differences between the three teachers in teaching additive relations were also identified in our analysis. Here we summarise the number and proportion of segments meeting the criteria for each category. We also use excerpts of teaching to illustrate changes in teaching over time of each category (SCWE and SCBE).

**Simultaneity and connections within examples**
In a structural approach to additive relation problems the part–part–whole relation is seen as a base for addition and subtraction (Neuman 2013). Differences in SCWE between 2013 and 2014 were seen in the missing number problem instruction as well as in the partitioning problems. In Table 3, we present a summary of the number and proportion of segments for each teacher meeting the SCWE criteria for each of the two topics across 2013 and 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Teacher A (N)</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Teacher B (N)</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Teacher C (N)</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Total (N)</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partitioning activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>14(41)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>14(32)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1(1)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>46(110)</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>19(23)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>7(25)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>12(24)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38(72)</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing number problems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>14(26)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>23(30)</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>30(37)</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>67(93)</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>22(29)</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>41(45)</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>39(48)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>102(122)</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taken overall, the results from the coding point to small changes in segments meeting the criteria for simultaneity and connections within examples (SCWE) in the partitioning and the missing number problems teaching. There are, however, some high scores, especially in the missing number problems in the second year. Looking at the scores on an individual teaching basis, the increases seen in teacher A’s instruction of partitioning are particularly substantial (from 34% in 2013 to 83% in 2014). This difference is underpinned by teacher A’s handling of the partition activity in symbolic form in 2014, writing each partition as a number sentence that foregrounded the whole-part-part relation. Segments in 2013 not meeting the criterion for mathematical accuracy in partitioning and in missing number problems (detailed below) also contributed to her lower 2013 score.

**Illustrations of changes in teaching (simultaneity and connections within examples)**
Changes in instruction focusing on missing number problems were seen in teacher A’s teaching. In 2013, in Section 13.2.2 she handled a series of missing subtrahend problems with a set of nine balls on the board. Missing subtrahend problems involve a missing part. The teacher though, kept both parts of the whole visible. This linking action did not accurately emphasise the structural relation between the whole and given part in the problem.

In contrast, in 2014 the planned activity focused again on different missing number problems representing the part–part–whole relationship. In one example in the early segments of Section 2, the teaching proceeded as per Figure 1.

This 2014 teaching excerpt exemplifies coherent linking actions in speech and gestures within this missing number problem. Attention is paid in teacher A’s talk and gestures to the structured relation of parts and whole by, for example, marking the whole value with both hands and using...
‘grasping gestures’ separately to focus on the missing part (7) and visible part (5).

Another illustration of change was seen in teacher B’s instruction of partitioning in the 2013 cycle where moves to systematicity were seen. In the 2013 cycle (Section 13.2.1), teacher B produced a compensational pattern through listing the first part, independently, as an increasing number sequence (0, 1, 2, 3...) in one column. This was followed by the writing up of a decreasing sequence for the second part (9, 8, 7...). The teacher pointed to each part vertically saying: ‘Counting from smallest to biggest’ indicating the first column, and for the second column: ‘Here we are subtracting’. In this ‘vertical’ working, the horizontal part–whole constraint was backgrounded and therefore, there were few linking actions within examples. This kind of teaching with isolated focus on one part in a vertical column, without connection to the other part or to the whole value, was not seen in 2014. There was greater prevalence of gestures and speech linking the parts to each other and to the whole value within segments in 2014 in comparison to 2013, achieved predominantly through connections in talk and gestures, for example: ‘...but altogether they make up?’ [puts fists together]’ or ‘But you see these parts, you can put them together to get 7 [pointing horizontally to the produced split].’ While teacher B’s partitions instruction in 2014 pointed to fewer SCWE-links, segments marked as SCWE often included several linking actions in 2014, compared to 2013 when these links were not flagged in many segments. These multiple occurrences within segments were counted as single presences in our coding methodology.

**Simultaneity and connections between examples**

Paying attention to the part–part–whole relation is fundamental in a structural approach to additive relation, not only in relation to specific examples, but also between examples. Careful variation in the relational structure within the examples worked on is a precursor for being able to connect different examples. Both of these aspects are considered below.

The results showed more examples being connected in 2014 than was the case in 2013. One phenomenon underlying this result was that in 2013 several examples were erased from the board, resulting inevitably in examples being treated separately. Table 4 summarises the coding for SCBE. It includes the total number and proportions of segments coded as SCBE for each year and for each teacher.

Looking at the overall pattern across partitioning and missing number teaching, the proportions of segments of SCBE increased across both topics. At the individual level, in 2013 teacher A’s instruction indicated particularly low levels of attention to connections between examples within both topics. In all three teachers’ instruction, the proportion of segments coded as SCBE went up in 2014. The coding reveals that in several sections of teaching in 2013, the examples were treated separately. In 2014, there were increases in the proportions of segments meeting the criteria for SCBE, and via this connecting, bringing general structural properties into view, while also working with the example space more systematically and completely.

**Illustrations of changes in teaching (simultaneity and connections between examples)**

Several situations where teachers used linking actions between examples to point to systematicity and completeness were seen in 2014, where all possible parts of whole value seven were visible simultaneously and in evidence in all three classes. This was not the case in 2013, when the teachers only hinted at completeness.

As an illustration of changes, we compare the partitioning teaching of teacher B. In her instruction in 2013 (Section 13.2.1), which we elaborated on previously, few actions linking between examples (SCBE) were seen because the part–part–whole relation was backgrounded, resulting in limited attention to different part–part–whole relations for a specific whole value. Systematicity, through generating all the combinations, was therefore not produced. Such limitations were not seen in the same teacher’s instruction in 2014. Instead, after having produced a complete commutative set of 7, teacher B introduced a compensational pattern saying: ‘You can do it in another way. I can start with my seven and zero…and six and one’ [writes 7 and 0, 6 and 1]. ‘What are the next numbers?’ A complete compensational pattern was then produced. In segment 25, she pointed vertically, asking: ‘What is happening on the left side and on the right side...?’ and pointed to each horizontal combination saying: ‘...but you see these parts, you can put them together to get seven like a pattern.’ (Teacher B 14.1.1, segment 19–25). So, the instruction paid attention to both the increasing and decreasing patterns through speech and gesture, and to the production of all possible partitions of the whole value 7, thus providing the opportunity to discern the idea of systematicity as part of being able to discern completeness. In 2014 there were also more extended utterances from teachers focusing on completeness, for example: ‘Have we
### Table: Segments, Excerpt, Linking actions, Coding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segments</th>
<th>Excerpt</th>
<th>Linking actions</th>
<th>Coding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>With 2+7_= and 7+2_= on the board, the Tr asked: Are these the same? (…) Are they different? pointing to the “2s” and “7s” in the number sentences]</td>
<td>Attention to commutativity in speech and with gestures comparing the two number sentences</td>
<td>1(5) SCBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–19</td>
<td>She then wrote 5=1+6 and 5=1+6. Following an initial discussion about which of these were correct and the similarities and differences between the two number sentences, the Tr said: ‘Listen, when you are adding, you can say 7 plus 2 [moving her finger from 7 to 2 in the first number sentence] or 2 plus 7 [making a finger movement again]. You can do it in addition, but in subtraction you cannot do it, you cannot start with 6 [points to 6 in the number sentence: 5=1–6] going backwards [moving her finger at left]. We know that our whole comes first, (…) you subtract a part. But in addition [points to 2+7=9, 7+2=9] you can start from the bigger part or the smaller part? You can do it either way’. [Teacher B, 14.3.1]</td>
<td>Contrasting incorrect and correct answers Tr used repeated gestures and talk linking mathematical ideas such as equivalence and operations</td>
<td>4(5) SCBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segments 14–19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5(6) SCBE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCBE, simultaneity and connections between examples.

### Figure 2: Commutativity reasoning in teaching, 2014.

finished? – [pointing horizontally and vertically to the compensational pattern of 7]’ with more elaborated discussion of possibilities of partition options, for example: ‘What if I put 8 here? [pointing to the left column]’ (Teacher C 14.1.1). Teacher C also began to address a strategy that could be generalised to other whole values, by asking for ‘numbers of combinations’ for other whole values.

Specific differences in commutativity teaching were also identified across the two years. While correct linking actions for commutativity were seen in the 2013 instruction, through pointing to 3/4 and 4/3 partitions of seven and saying: ‘We swap them’ (Teacher B 13.2.1), there was little beyond this kind of noting of commutativity. In contrast, segments involving reasoning about commutativity were seen in 2014 (Figure 2).

In this instruction (Figure 2), the speech and linking gestures were coherent and most segments met the criteria for SCBE as well as SCWE. Also the contrast between 2 + 7 / 7 + 2 and 1 – 6 / 11 – 6 in 2014 brings examples and non-examples of commutativity into focus. Thus, the idea of commutativity becomes an object of attention in its own right. Further, correct and incorrect answers were compared with deliberate introduction of ‘planned’ incorrect answers for the purpose of contrast (Ekdahl & Runesson 2015).

In 2013, different types of missing number problems were often handled separately with gestures and talk focused on within examples connections (SCWE). Even when sequenced examples had potential for these connections, few linking actions between examples (SCBE) were seen in most sections of teaching (with the exception of teacher C in 13.3.1).

The 2014 excerpt points to important issues for additive relations teaching. When the teacher compared and discussed the two number sentences (e.g. underlining and pointing to _ – 7 in both number sentences), she opened up possibilities for discerning differences and similarities in operations, position of the missing whole number and the location of the equals sign. Equivalence ideas are foregrounded in these segments through SCBE links. These discussions were not seen in the 2013 teaching. Juxtaposed examples involving invariance in the midst of variation were more often discussed in 2014 teaching.

### Discussion

We have already noted the key overview shifts in the incidence of SCWE and SCBE in the teaching between 2013 and 2014. In this discussion, we make a case for why we view the differences in teaching underlying these coding shifts, when considered collectively and interconnectedly, as changes in the direction of improvement.
At the within examples level, there were extensions into coherent handling of part–part–whole relationships across partition and missing number tasks, supported by representations and talk or gesture that made the part-whole quantities and relation simultaneously visible. This coherence is important in relation to South African evidence of slippage into inaccuracy in teachers’ explanations, with within-example connections laying the ground for between example connections. Additionally, the partitions teaching was much more efficiently, as well as coherently, handled in 2014, with the three teachers using between 11- and 18-min on this topic in 2014, in contrast to 36- and 52-min in 2013, with more correct answers in 2014 student worksheet responses indicating that the more efficient pacing was appropriate.

The increased proportions of segments coded with SCBE are of particular interest. This points to a move towards treating the whole example space as a single object – a move that Watson and Mason (2006a) have noted as important if focus is to shift from the ‘immediate doing’ of individual examples to attending to the general structure in simultaneity with answering the particular problem.

In partitioning numbers, there was evidence of teaching moves in 2014 that simultaneously addressed connections within and between examples, afforded through the establishing of complete and systematic example spaces. Thus, the teaching not only had more emphasis on connections between examples, but also a wider emphasis.

In spite of the increases seen, the proportions of segments coded with SCBE remained at below 50% for partitioning and missing number problems teaching. Thus, the teaching still has some way to go to bring structural relationships that connect across examples more squarely to the fore. The increases in SCBE in the context of missing number problems are important though, given the evidence in South Africa and internationally of an emphasis on producing individual answers to isolated examples – a point that Schifter (2011) has made about the traditional ways in which additive problems are handled in teaching where the emphasis is on calculation. Schifter calls instead for attention to the general behaviour of operations, and presents examples that depend on connecting between examples rather than focusing on the quantities within examples.

Our data and analysis echo the view that possibilities for seeing structural similarities are enhanced by increased attention to students. Furthermore, it would appear that ‘re-teaching’ of the same topics in a supported teaching development environment has allowed for a broadening of occurrence of coherence and connections in instruction.

A final point to make relates to the coding framework itself. Devised in the context of a micro-analysis of partitioning problems, we – and others – had questions about the extent to which ideas about connections in the context of SCWE or SCBE (and between representations in our earlier work) might have broader applicability and purchase. The extension of the framework and the analysis to missing number tasks suggest that the ideas can be usefully applied more broadly. Our work going forward looks to expand the framework towards a broader and more general application.
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